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PEDIGREE OF: AU-07-CBS-2920

DATE: 06/09/2008

Strain: Janssen Color: BCWF Sex: H Pair #: 070533

Sire: "Imperial Keizer" son of Keizer when paired to his daughter.

Dam: Inbred granddaughter of "Keizer". The sire of this hen is "Prince Keizer" super son of "Keizer".
Keizer was 3x fastest vs over 20,000 birds. He is a legendary breeder and is sire, grandsire and
great grandsire of excellent racers and breeders.

SIRE

AU-97-CBS-3279

champion "Keizer" when paired to his own

"Imperial Keizer". This cock is a son of

daughter. Keizer won 1st vs 5,505, 1st

vs 6,289, 1st vs 4,966. On each of

these races he was the fastest bird of

over 20,000 birds released. Keizer and

his offspring have bred numberous

winners in the U.S., Holland, Belgium,

Mexico, and China. In 2003 a grandson

won 4th Place in South Africa Race.

DAM

AU-06-CBS-1753

The sire of this hen is "Prince

Keizer" super breeding son of "De Keizer

winner of 3x  fastst vs over 20,000

Keizer and his offspring are breeders

of super racers and champion breeders.

The dam of this hen is a daughter

of "Witpen Keizer" excellent breeder

and grandsire of AU Hall of Fame

winners.



PEDIGREE OF: AU-07-CBS-2920

"Merckx 419", excellent breeder of Leo

van Rijn of Holland. Sire of "King",

"Keizer" and "Hertogin". One of the best

Janssen breeders ever.

"Queen", excellent Janssen breeding hen.

Dam of "Keizer", "King", and many top

racers. One of the best Janssen breeding

hens in history.

88-NL-2888680  Blue check cock imported

from Leo Van Rijn of Holland.  This cock

was a fantastic racer and breeder. He

won 1st Deinze vs 5,505 and fastest bird

vs 21,590, 1st Arras vs 6,289 and

fastest Bird Arras vs 23,007, 1st Moes-

"Queen". Granddaughter of "Keizer" bred

by Leo Van Rijn of Holland. Queen is one

of our best breeding hens and she is dam

of 99-437, 5th Ace pigeon of the BDS.

In addition she is dam of 99-cbs-279,

88-NL-2888680  Blue check cock imported

AU-07-CBS-2920
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from Leo Van Rijn of Holland.  This cock

was a fantastic racer and breeder. He

won 1st Deinze vs 5,505 and fastest bird

vs 21,590, 1st Arras vs 6,289 and

fastest Bird Arras vs 23,007, 1st Moes-

kroen vs 4,966 and fastest Bird Moes-

"Queen". Granddaughter of "Keizer" bred

by Leo Van Rijn of Holland. Queen is one

of our best breeding hens and she is dam

of 99-437, 5th Ace pigeon of the BDS.

In addition she is dam of 99-cbs-279,

AU-06-CBS-1753

Janssen

This blue check white flight is a direct
Janssen

DE KEIZER

AU-96-CBS-3143

81-NL-1436419

84-NL-1310781

DE KEIZER

94-NL-1249087

88-NL-2888680  Blue check cock imported

from Leo Van Rijn of Holland.  This cock

was a fantastic racer and breeder. He

won 1st Deinze vs 5,505 and fastest bird

vs 21,590, 1st Arras vs 6,289 and

fastest Bird Arras vs 23,007, 1st Moes-

kroen vs 4,966 and fastest Bird Moes-

kroen vs 20,228 birds.  Son "Keizer 148"

was 1st vs 8,776 birds and fastest bird

vs 28,992. A daughter was 8th Ace of NL.

This pencil white flight hen is a direct

daughter of Keizer, fantastic racer and

breeder.  Keizer won 1st Deinze vs 5,505

and fastest bird vs 21,590, 1st Arras

vs 6,289, fastest bird vs 23,007, 1st

Moeskroen vs 4,966, fastest bird Moes-

kroen vs 20,228. The dam comes from Leo

Van Rijn of Holland. She is a grand-

daughter of the Keizer. Keizer won 3 x

1st in the Federation.

JANSSEN

JANSSEN

JANSSEN

JANSSEN

AU-96-CBS-1416

son of "De Keizer", import from Leo

AU-03-CBS-2225

Janssen

Janssen

"Prince Keizer". Son of the world famous

"Keizer". Keizer was three times fastest

vs over 20,000 pigeons. Keizer's full

brother was the 1st Ace pigeon of all

Holland. Keizer and his offspring have

been excellent breeders and they are

responsible for winners in U.S., Holland

Belgium, China, Mexico. In 2003 a grand

son of Keizer was 4th Place South Africa

Million Dollar race.

Van Rijn of Holland. This cock was a

Janssen hen bred for stock. The sire of

fantastic racer and breeder. Keizer was

over 20,000 birds. Son "Keizer 148" wasthis hen is "Witpen Keizer" son of

3 x fastest pigeon of entire Liberation

"Keizer" winner of 3x fastest vs over

20,000 birds per release. The dam of

this hen is a daughter of the "Ruby Pair

and a granddaughter of the "019" of the

Janssen brothers. A full sister of this
is a granddaughter of Janssen bros. 019

hen bred two AU Hall of Fame winners,

winner of 20 x 1st.  The father is from

Stier".  The "019" is half brother toand another sister was the only day bird

the line of the "Geeloger" and "Groet

the "Jonge Merckx" winner of 15 x 1ston a 300 mile one loft race.

DE KEIZER

94-NL-1249087

JANSSEN

JANSSEN

AU-97-CBS-2516

96-NL-5600820

Janssen

Janssen

See page 1 for more info.

See page 1 for more info.

This hen bred the only day bird on a

tough 300 mile futurity. She is grand

dam of two AU Hall of Fame winners. She


